The aim of this work is to present some cases of the induced linguistic ordered weighted geometry (ILOWG) operators and study their desired properties, which are very suitable to deal with group decision making (GDM) problems involving multiplicative linguistic preference relations. First, the concepts of compatibility index (CI) for two multiplicative linguistic preference relations are defined. Then, we provide some ILOWG operators to aggregate multiplicative linguistic preference relations in GDM problems. In particular, we present the compatibility index ILOWG (CI-ILOWG) operator, which induces the order of argument values by utilizing the compatibility index of experts; and the importance ILOWG (I-ILOWG) operator, which induces the order of argument values based on the importance index of the experts. Next, the reciprocity, consistency and compatibility properties of the collective multiplicative linguistic preference relations obtained by these cases of ILOWG operators are verified. Finally, the aggregation of individual judgements (AIJ) and the aggregation of individual priorities (AIP) provide the same priorities of alternatives by utilizing the row geometric mean method (RGMM) as a prioritization procedure and the ILOWG operators as an aggregation procedure. Our results show that if all the individual decision makers have an acceptable consensus degree, then the collective preference relation is also of an acceptable consensus degree. Moreover, the compatibility index induced linguistic ordered weighted geometric mean complex judgement matrix (CI-ILOWGCJM) guarantees that the group compatibility degree is at least as good as the arithmetic mean of all the individual compatibility degrees. Accordingly, a theoretic basis has been developed for the application of these cases of ILOWG operators in linguistic group decision making. Finally, a numerical example for evaluating criteria of supply selection is given to illustrate the application of the results.
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Introduction
Group decision making (GDM) consists of multiple individuals interacting to reach a final decision, which follows a common resolution scheme composed by the following two phases [1] : (1) Aggregation phase and (2) Exploitation phase. The aggregation phase combines individual preferences to obtain a collective value for each alternative, which reflects all of the properties contained in all individual preferences. However, according to Arrow's impossible theory, it is impossible to aggregate individual preferences into group preference in a completely rational way [2] . There arise situations of conflict and disagreement among preferences of experts. Therefore, finding a group consensus to represent a common opinion of the group is a fundamental issue under a group decision making environment [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] .
As a result, there is one problem must be solved, that is to say, how to choose an aggregation operator to achieve a higher degree of the group experts' consensus or agreement. Yager [9] provided a family of averaging operator called the ordered weighted averaging (OWA) operators, which allow the implementation of the concept of fuzzy majority and has been implemented extensively in the resolution process of different problems [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Afterwards, Yager and Filev [20] presented an induced OWA (IOWA) operator in which the ordering of the a i (i ∈ n) is induced by other variables u i (i ∈ n) called the order inducing variables, where a i and u i are the components of the OWA pairs ⟨u i , a i ⟩ (i ∈ n). The IOWA operator is a more general type of the OWA operator and the arithmetic mean (AM) operator. But, it behaves in a similar way as the arithmetic mean, and is somewhat unsuitable for aggregating decision information taking the form of multiplicative preference relation. Therefore, Xu [21] introduced the induced ordered weighted geometric (IOWG) operator to deal with multiplicative preference relations, which behaves in a similar way as the geometric mean operator. Furthermore, Chiclana et al. [22] presented some extended IOWG operators: the importance IOWG (I-IOWG) operator, the consistency IOWG (C-IOWG) operator, and the preference IOWG (P-IOWG) operator. However, these IOWG operators are somewhat unsuitable for dealing with multiplicative decision-making problems under uncertainty. For example, it is unsuitable for aggregating decision information taking the form of interval multiplicative preference relation [23, 24] 
To deal with interval multiplicative preference relations in GDM, we [25] developed the induced continuous ordered weighted geometric (ICOWG) operator, which is able to contain the reciprocity and consistency properties of the collective preference relations. In particular, we presented the reliability induced COWG (R-ICOWG) operator and the relative consensus degree induced COWG (RCD-ICOWG) operator. The main novelty of the C-IOWG, R-ICOWG and RCD-ICOWG operators is that they permit the aggregation of experts' preference in such a way that more importance is given to the most consistent or agreeable ones. Recently, Xu [26] introduced the induced linguistic ordered weighted geometric (ILOWG) operator, which is suitable to aggregate linguistic multiplicative preference relations. However, knowledge on the use of the ILOWG operator as an aggregation method is still quite limited. For example, few studies have been focused on the question of whether the ILOWG operator can improve the group consensus degree.
The aim of this work is to introduce some extended ILOWG operators for GDM problems with multiplicative linguistic preference relations. To do that, we define the concept of compatibility index for two multiplicative linguistic preference relations. The smaller the compatibility index, the higher the agreement degree of two preference relations. Then, we present the two particular cases of ILOWG operators:
(I) In a homogeneous GDM problem, the experts have equal importance. However, in this situation, each expert always has a compatibility index (CI) value associated with them. So, we present the compatibility index ILOWG (CI-ILOWG) operator, which induces the order of argument values based on the compatibility index of the experts and aggregates of experts' preferences in such a way that more importance is placed on the most compatible one. The compatibility index induced linguistic ordered weighted geometric mean complex judgement matrix (CI-ILOWGCJM) guarantees that the group compatibility degree is more than the arithmetic mean of all the individual compatibility degrees. (II) The second one is the importance ILOWG (I-ILOWG) operator, which induces the order of argument values based on the importance index of the experts. Obviously, the I-ILOWG operator may be applied just when the GDM problem is classified as heterogeneous. We prove that if all the experts have an acceptable compatibility degree, then importance induced linguistic ordered weighted geometric mean complex judgement matrix (I-ILOWGCJM) is also of an acceptable compatibility degree.
Furthermore, we shall show that the collective preference relations obtained by these cases of ILOWG operators verified the reciprocity and consistency properties. Utilizing the row geometric mean method (RGMM) as a prioritization procedure and the ILOWG operators as an aggregation procedure, it is proved that the aggregation of individual judgements (AIJ) and the aggregation of individual priorities (AIP) provide the same priorities of alternatives.
In order to do that, this work is set out as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews some basic concepts such as the IOWA, IOWG and ILOWG operators. Section 3 defines the concept of compatibility index for two multiplicative linguistic preference relations. In Section 4, we present two particular cases of ILOWG operator: the CI-ILOWG operator and the I-ILOWG operator, and analyze their desirable properties. Section 5 gives a practical example to illustrate the developed procedures. Section 6 analyses the limitations of the ILOWG operator. Finally, in Section 7 we draw our conclusions.
Preliminaries: IOWA, IOWG and ILOWG operators
We start this section by providing a summary of the concepts of IOWA, IOWG and ILOWG operators.
The IOWA and IOWG operator
Recently, Yager and Filev [20] presented an induced OWA (IOWA) operator in which the ordering of the a i (i ∈ n) is induced by other variables u i (i ∈ n) called the order inducing variables, where a i and u i are the components of the OWA pairs ⟨u i , a i ⟩ (i ∈ n). Definition 1. An IOWA operator of dimension n is a mapping, Φ W : (R × R) → R, to which a set of weights or a weighting vector is associated, W = (w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w n )
T , w j ∈ [0, 1] and ∑ n j=1 w j = 1, and it is defined to aggregate the set of second arguments of list of two tuples (⟨u 1 , a 1 ⟩ , . . . , ⟨u n , a n ⟩) given on the basis of a positive ratio scale, according to the following expression:
where a σ (j) is the jth largest element of the collection of the aggregated objects a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n . u i in ⟨u i , a i ⟩ is referred to as the order inducing variable and a i as the argument variable.
The IOWA operator is a more general type of the OWA operator and the arithmetic mean (AM) operator, which is somewhat unsuitable for aggregating decision information taking the form of multiplicative preference relation. Based on the IOWA operator and OWG operator, Xu [21] introduced the induced ordered weighted geometric (IOWG) operator, which is able to deal with multiplicative preference relations. The IOWG operator is defined in the following: Definition 2. An IOWG operator of dimension n is a mapping, Φ W : (R × R) → R, to which a set of weights or a weighting vector is associated, W = (w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w n )
T , w j ∈ [0, 1] and ∑ n j=1 w j = 1, and it is defined to aggregate the set of second arguments of a list of two tuples (⟨u 1 , a 1 ⟩ , . . . , ⟨u n , a n ⟩), given on the basis of a positive ratio scale, according to the following expression:
The ILOWG operator
Xu [27] introduced some basic notations and operational laws of linguistic variables. Let S = {s α |α = 1/t, . . . , 1/2, 1, 2, . . . , t} be a multiplicative linguistic label set with odd cardinality. Any label, s α , represents a possible value for a linguistic variable, and it is required that the multiplicative linguistic label set should satisfy the following characteristic:
(1) The set is ordered: s α > s β if α > β; (2) There is the reciprocal operator: rec(s α ) = s β such that αβ = 1. To preserve all the given information, Xu [27] extended the discrete linguistic label S to a continuous linguistic term set 
In [28] , Xu developed an induced linguistic ordered weighted geometric (ILOWG) operator to aggregate multiplicative linguistic information.
Definition 3.
An ILOWG operator can be defined as follows: 
is referred to as the order-inducing variable and s γ i as the multiplicative linguistic argument variable.
Definition 4.
If an expert provides his/her preference relation R = (r ij ) n×n on X according to the multiplicative linguistic scale S = {s α |α = 1/t, . . . , 1/2, 1, 2, . . . , t}, whose element r ij estimates the preference degree of alternative x i over x j , and satisfies
then we call R the multiplicative linguistic preference relation.
Definition 5. Let R = (r ij ) n×n be multiplicative linguistic preference relation, we call R a consistent multiplicative linguistic preference matrix, if
Definition 6. Let A = (a ij ) and B = (b ij ) be n × n multiplicative linguistic matrices, a ij , b ij ∈ S, the Hardmard product of A, B can be denoted by
where
The definition of compatibility index
In GDM problems, there usually arise situations of conflict and agreement in the preferences of experts. Thus, finding a group consensus to represent a common opinion of the group is an important issue under a group decision environment. The concept of compatibility was defined by Saaty [29] and used to reflect the consensus degree or agreement degree in GDM [30, 31] . Motivated by the ideas of these works, we express the definition of compatibility index under a group decision environment with multiplicative linguistic preference relation as follows.
is called the compatibility index of A and B, where e 
, 1). If we let the lower indices of linguistic values correspond to I(a ij ) and I(b ij ) respectively, then Eq. (5) can be rewritten as
Therefore, A and B are perfectly compatible. 
Thus, we can obtain 
Some ILOWG operators to aggregate multiplicative linguistic preference relations
In this section, we present two special cases of ILOWG operators for GDM with multiplicative linguistic preference relations: the compatibility index ILOWG (CI-ILOWG) operator and the importance degree ILOWG (I-ILOWG) operator.
The compatibility index ILOWG (CI-ILOWG) operator
In a homogeneous GDM problem, the experts have equal importance. However, in a homogeneous situation, each expert always can have a compatibility index (CI) value associated with them, which measures the level of consensus between individual preferences and group preference. Thus, the more compatible the information provided by the expert, the higher the weighting value that should be placed on that information.
In this section, we implement a CI-ILOWG operator to aggregate individual preferences in such a way the greater weight is given the most compatible index one. We analyze the reciprocity, consistency and compatibility properties of the CI-ILOWGCJM, which is obtained by using CI-ILOWG operator.
Definition 8. If a set of experts E = {e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e m } provides preference about a set of alternatives X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n } by means of multiplicative linguistic preference relations {R (1) , . . . ,
∈ R, then a CI-ILOWG operator is an ILOWG operator in which its order-inducing values is the set of compatibility index values {CI (1) , . . . ,
}. 
is the two tuple with CI (σ (l)) the l-th smallest value in the set {CI (1) , . . . , CI
T is a weighting vector, such that
Yager [32] proposed a procedure to determine the weighting vector associated to an IOWA operator. In this case, each comment in the aggregation consists of a triple (p
ij is the argument value to aggregate, u l is the importance weight value associated to p (l) ij , and v l is the order inducing value. Thus, the aggregation is
where S(l) = ∑ l k=1 u σ (k) , and σ is the permutation such that [33] .
In our case, we propose to use the compatibility index values associated to each one of the experts both as a weight associated to the argument and as the order inducing values u i = v i = 1/CI (i) . Thus, the ordering of the preference values is first induced by the ordering of the experts from the most to least compatible one, and the weights of the CI-ILOWG operator are obtained by applying the above Eq. (10), which reduces to
, and σ is the permutation such that CI
}.
In an aggregation process, we consider that the weighting value of experts should be implemented in such a way that the effect from those experts who are less compatible is reduced, and therefore the above is obtained if the linguistic quantifier Q verifies that the more the compatibility of an expert, the higher the weighting value of that expert in the aggregation, i.e.:
Theorem 4. Assuming the parameterized family of RIM quantifiers Q
Proof. If α ∈ [0, 1], then the function Q (r) = r α is concave and we can have
, and
Thus, we can obtain
which completes the Theorem 4.
In GDM models with multiplicative linguistic scale preference assessments, it is usually assumed that the multiplicative linguistic preference relations to express the judgments are reciprocal. The CI-ILOWG operator is able to maintain both the reciprocity and compatibility properties in the collective multiplicative linguistic preference relation. To study these desired properties, we derive the following theorems.
} be multiplicative linguistic preference relations provided by m experts, where R 
ii = s 1 , for all i, j ∈ N, and then
Thus,
n×n is also a multiplicative linguistic preference relation.
(ii) Since all the R (1) , . . . , R (l) , . . . , R (m) are consistent, i.e.,
and thus, ⌢ R is also consistent, which completes the proof of Theorem 5.
As regards group decision making, the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) considers two different approaches: the aggregation of individual judgements (AIJ) and the aggregation of individual priorities (AIP). For the RGMM prioritization procedure and the WGMM aggregation procedure, Barzilai and Golany [34] proved that both aggregation approaches (AIJ and AIP) provide the same priorities of alternatives. We also can draw an analogous conclusion when using the row geometric mean method (RGMM) as the prioritization procedure and CI-ILOWGCJM as the aggregation procedure.
Definition 10 ([35]). Let R (l)
∈ R be the multiplicative linguistic judgement matrix provided by the l-th expert when comparing n alternatives, ω 
T be the priority of the individual judgement matrix R (l) and
T be the group priorities, then we can obtain
and
This completes the proof of the Theorem 6.
In a GDM environment, the consensus reaching progress is necessary to obtain a final solution in a certain level of agreement between the experts. Many researches on consensus theory are applied to GDM and use Arrow's work as a basic rule. According to Arrow's impossible theory, it is impossible to aggregate individual preferences into group preference in a completely rational way [23] . Thus, there is one problem that must be solved, how to judge the agreement degree or consensus degree between individual preference and group preference, and how to make the collective priority vector closest to the judgements given by experts. These problems can be defined by compatibility, which is discussed in Ref. [35] . The CI-ILOWG operator aggregates individual preferences into a collective preference in such a way that the greater weight is given the most compatible index one. As a result, it is proved that the CI-ILOWG operator has the desired compatibility, which is able to improve group compatibility.
Lemma 1 ([36]). Let x i
> 0, β i > 0, i ∈ N and ∑ n i=1 β i = 0, then n ∏ i=1 x β i i ≤ n − i=1 β i x i .(11)
Lemma 2 ([37]). For ordered vector x
= (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ), x 1 ≥ x 2 ≥ · · · ≥ x n ,
and weights
If w 1 ≤ w 2 ≤ · · · ≤ w n , then
with equality if and only if x 1 = x 2 = · · · = x n .
ij be the compatibility index of R (l) and W 
Proof. By Definition 11, we have
From Lemma 1, it can be obtained that
Then, from Lemma 2, we have
We complete the proof of the Theorem 7.
Corollary 1. If the individual multiplicative linguistic judgements R
(1) , R (2) , . . . , R (m) are of acceptable compatibility, then the
CI-ILOWGCJM
⌢ R is also of acceptable compatibility, that is to say,
where τ is the threshold for acceptable compatibility.
. , R (m) be the multiplicative linguistic preference relations provided by m experts when comparing n alternatives with the corresponding weighting vector
γ = (γ σ (1) , γ σ (2) , . . . , γ σ (m) ) T , γ σ (l−1) ≥ γ σ (l) , ∑ m l=1 γ σ (l) = 1.
Using the CI-ILOWGCJM as the aggregation procedure and the RGMM as the prioritization procedure, it holds that:
from Lemma 1, it can be obtained that
which completes the proof of the Theorem 8.
Corollary 2. If the individual multiplicative linguistic judgements R
CI-ILOWGCJM
⌢ R is also acceptable compatibility, that is to say,
The importance ILOWG (I-ILOWG) operator
In a heterogeneous GDM problem [38, 39] , each expert has an importance degree associated with them. Chiclana et al. [22] developed the I-IOWG operator, which used this importance degree variable as the order-inducing variable to induce the ordering of the argument values before their aggregation. Similar to the I-IOWG operator, we present the importance degree ILOWG (I-ILOWG) operator and study its desired properties in the collective multiplicative preference relation.
Definition 12. If a set of experts E = {e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e m } provides preference about a set of alternatives X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n } by means of multiplicative linguistic preference relations {R (1) , . . . , 
In GDM models with multiplicative linguistic scale preference assessments, it is usually assumed that the multiplicative linguistic preference relations to express the judgments are reciprocal. The I-ILOWG operator is also able to maintain both the reciprocity and consistency properties in the collective multiplicative linguistic preference relation. To study these desired properties, we derive the following theorems.
Using the RGMM prioritization procedure and the I-ILOWGCJM aggregation procedure, we will prove that both aggregation approaches (AIJ and AIP) provide the same priorities of alternatives in the following.
Definition 14.
Let R = (r ij ) n×n be a n × n multiplicative linguistic preference relation, we denote by R λ = (r ij ) λ n×n , where λ is a real number.
Definition 15. Let R (l)
Definition 16. Let CI(R
ij be the compatibility index of R (l) and W
∑ n j=1r ijwij be the compatibility index ofR andW , and CI(R
ijw ij be the compatibility index of R (l) andW .
In the following, we shall prove that the I-ILOWGCJM is of acceptable compatibility under the condition that each R (l) (l = 1, 2, . . . , m) is of acceptable compatibility. 
Proof. By Definition 16, we have
which completes the proof of Theorem 9. 
where τ is the threshold for acceptable compatibility. 
Using the I-ILOWGCJM as the aggregation procedure and the RGMM as the prioritization procedure, it holds that:
Proof. By Definition 16, we can get
This completes the proof of Theorem 10.
Corollary 4. If the individual multiplicative linguistic judgements R
(1) , R 
A numerical example
An automotive company desires to select the most appropriate supplier for one of the key elements in its manufacturing process. After pre-evaluation, several suppliers have remained as alternatives for further evaluation. In order to evaluate alternative suppliers, four criteria are considered as:
x 1 : Product quality, x 2 : Price, x 3 : Delivery performance, x 4 : Environment management.
The automotive company has a group of experts form four consultancy departments. e 1 is from the financial department, e 2 is from the purchasing department, e 3 is from the quality inspection department, e 4 is from the engineering department.
To determine the importance of the criteria, these experts provide the following multiplicative linguistic preference relations: and the judgement matrices R (1) , R (2) , R (3) , R (4) and characteristic matrices W (1) , W (2) , W (3) , W (4) are re-ordered as follows, respectively:
; R (σ (2)) = R (4) ;
;
; W (σ (4)) = W (3) .
Using formula (11) with Q (r) = r 1/2 , we get the following weights:
γ σ (1) = 0.56; γ σ (2) = 0.18; γ σ (3) = 0.14; γ σ (4) = 0.12.
Then, the CI-ILOWGCJM Obviously, the above two cases are extreme and there may exist some irrationality. Thus, we can conclude that the function Q may affect the reasonability of the CI-ICOWG operator. In our future work, we will present some rules for choosing the function Q in order to avoid misusing the CI-ILOWG operator.
Concluding remarks
In this article we have studied the use of some ILOWG operators in the aggregation of multiplicative linguistic preference relations in GDM problems. In particular, the compatibility index ILOWG (CI-ILOWG) operator and the importance ILOWG (I-ILOWG) operator are introduced. Then, we have shown that the collective preference relations obtained by these cases of ILOWG operators verified the reciprocity and consistency properties. Furthermore, we have proved that the aggregation of individual judgements (AIJ) and the aggregation of individual priorities (AIP) provide the same priorities of alternatives by utilizing the row geometric mean method (RGMM) as a prioritization procedure and the ILOWG operators as an aggregation procedure. Finally, this article has shown that if all the individual decision makers have an acceptable consensus degree, then the collective preference relation is also of an acceptable consensus degree. Moreover, the CI-ILOWGCJM guarantees that the group compatibility degree is bigger than the arithmetic mean of all the individual compatibility degrees. Accordingly, a theoretical basis has been developed for the application of these ILOWG operators in linguistic group decision making. These results are of vital importance to deal with linguistic group decision making problems.
The main novelty of these cases of ILOWG operators is that they support the aggregation of multiplicative linguistic preference relations and allow achieving compatibility solutions with a great level of agreement. But, there may be cases in which experts may not present complete preferences because of not possessing a precise or sufficient level of knowledge of part of the problem. In future works, we will extend these cases of ILOWG operators to the incomplete multiplicative linguistic decision frameworks.
